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The authors report on studies of time-resolved photoelectron spectra of intramolecular proton
transfer in the ground state of chloromalonaldehyde, employing ab initio photoionization matrix
elements and effective potential surfaces of reduced dimensionality, wherein the couplings of proton
motion to the other molecular vibrational modes are embedded by averaging over classical
trajectories. In the simulations, population is transferred from the vibrational ground state to
vibrationally hot wave packets by pumping to an excited electronic state and dumping with a
time-delayed pulse. These pump-dump-probe simulations demonstrate that the time-resolved
photoelectron spectra track proton transfer in the electronic ground state well and, furthermore, that
the geometry dependence of the matrix elements enhances the tracking compared with signals
obtained with the Condon approximation. Photoelectron kinetic energy distributions arising from
wave packets localized in different basins are also distinguishable and could be understood, as
expected, on the basis of the strength of the optical couplings in different regions of the ground state
potential surface and the Franck-Condon overlaps of the ground state wave packets with the
vibrational eigenstates of the ion potential surface. © 2007 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2432119�

I. INTRODUCTION

Proton transfer is a fundamental process in chemistry
and biology and have long been identified as a key mecha-
nism underlying the properties of many important systems
ranging from water to proteins and DNA.1–4 Though much
effort has been focused on tunneling splitting in the ground
state,5–16 dynamical aspects such as long-range coupling to
internal rotation17,18 and the mechanism of double proton
transfer19 have been addressed. Proton transfer dynamics in
electronically excited states have also been explored in real-
time studies20–24 and Lochbrunner et al. have demonstrated
the utility of pump-probe photoelectron spectroscopy for
probing the dynamics of intramolecular proton transfer in
excited states.25 Exploring the direct dynamics of proton
transfer in the electronic ground state via time-resolved pho-
toelectron spectroscopy would seem timely and of interest.

The use of time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy as
a probe of wave packet dynamics is becoming
widespread.25–31 In contrast to other probes, there are no dark
states and the method is well suited for following the dynam-
ics along all energetically allowed internuclear distances si-
multaneously in a pump-probe experiment. We recently car-
ried out model studies of real-time observation of proton
transfer by means of dump-probe photoelectron
spectroscopy.32,33 The extension from linear34 to polyatomic
molecules poses a number of difficulties, the most severe
being the high dimensionality of the problem. Proton motion

is usually coupled to many other vibrational modes of the
system �molecular backbone� and the computational effort
associated with full-dimensional quantum mechanical de-
scriptions can become prohibitive. This limitation is even
more severe in studies of time-resolved photoelectron spectra
where ionization leads to a continuum of photoelectron en-
ergies, i.e., infinitely many potential energy surfaces are
coupled in the photoionization process, and the requisite nu-
merical quadrature gives rise to a twofold multidimensional-
ity because there are proton and skeletal modes on each po-
tential surface of the discretized continuum.

To address these difficulties, we recently proposed a
simple but broadly applicable method for generating effec-
tive potential energy surfaces of reduced dimensionality,
wherein the coupling between reaction and substrate modes
is embedded through spatial and temporal averaging over an
ensemble of classical trajectories.33 These time-independent
classically averaged potential surfaces significantly reduce
the computational effort in studies of time-resolved photo-
electron spectra of multidimensional reactions and account
for proton-substrate coupling in an average sense, thus pro-
viding a more realistic description than the usual sudden
�frozen geometry� or adiabatic �local optimal geometry� ap-
proximations for the molecular skeleton. For studies of time-
resolved photoelectron spectra, the classically averaged po-
tential surfaces are more suitable than system-bath schemes
such as the Cartesian reaction surface.35–37 These schemes
assume time-dependent effective potentials for the proton,
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which poses some difficulties in the description of the optical
couplings,33 and the harmonic approximation for the sub-
strate modes, which becomes inadequate for vibrational en-
ergies around and above the transition state.

A further technical difficulty in studies of time-resolved
photoelectron spectra of multidimensional systems is the
computational cost of the photoionization matrix elements.
Though the dynamical content of time-resolved photoelec-
tron spectra is determined by the dependence of the underly-
ing matrix elements on molecular geometry, accurate esti-
mates of these matrix elements are time consuming and, to
our knowledge, the only ab initio calculation of time-
resolved photoelectron cross sections reported for a poly-
atomic system38 included just two vibrational modes. Be-
cause the complete neglect of other vibrational coordinates
can be overly restrictive, the classically averaged potentials
provide a convenient framework for embodying multidimen-
sional effects �in an average sense� in the matrix elements
without a concomitant increase in computational effort. In
the present application, ab initio estimates were obtained
over a two-dimensional reaction grid for the proton, R
= �x ,y�, but for a skeleton geometry that changes as a func-
tion of R, in accordance with the classical averages.

In previous studies proton motion was described with a
two-dimensional wave packet in the molecular plane and vi-
brational energy redistribution and relaxation due to coupling
with skeletal degrees of freedom were either neglected32 or
incorporated through classically averaged potential
surfaces.33 The initial condition was assumed to be a wave
packet �either a vibrational eigenstate or a coherent superpo-
sition� on the potential surface of an excited state, which was
optically dumped to the ground state and subsequently ion-
ized by a time-delayed probe pulse, assuming geometry-
independent photoionization matrix elements �Condon ap-
proximation�. In this paper we seek to extend our model in
two ways, namely, by generating vibrationally hot wave
packets in the ground state surface from a realistic initial
condition and by probing the photoelectron spectra with
geometry-dependent matrix elements. We consider the
pump-dump-probe scheme of Fig. 1, where a linearly polar-
ized pulse of frequency �pu pumps a wave packet from the
ground electronic state to an excited state, where it is
dumped by a time-delayed ��Tdu� pulse of frequency �du,
giving rise to vibrationally hot population in the ground state
that is subsequently probed by a third time-delayed ��Tpr�
pulse of frequency �pr. The molecule is assumed to be ini-
tially in its vibrational ground sate, since gases with low
vibrational temperatures are routinely produced by super-
sonic jet cooling.39

After the present study was completed, we became
aware of the recent work by Coe and Martínez,40 showing
that the S2 excited state of malonaldehyde undergoes rapid
cis-trans isomerization �rotation around the CvC bond in
the chelate ring�. As we will discuss in more detail below,
similar out-of-plane motion also appears to occur in excited
chloromalonaldehyde �Cl-MA�. Because this process com-
petes with proton transfer and was not included in our
nuclear dynamics, our results will not be quantitative; how-
ever, they do demonstrate that photoelectron signals can be

used to monitor proton transfer. In this sense Cl-MA con-
strained to planar geometry may serve as a useful model for
systems in which out-of-plane rotation is hindered.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In the next sec-
tion we describe our formulation of pump-dump-probe time-
resolved photoelectron spectroscopy focusing on the use of
classically averaged potential surfaces and the scaling of the
numerical effort arising with multidimensional wave packets
and use of ab initio photoionization matrix elements. In Sec.
III we discuss the preparation of vibrationally hot wave
packets by pumping from the vibrational ground state and
dumping with a time-delayed pulse, while the probing of
intramolecular proton transfer with time- and energy-
resolved photoelectron signals is discussed in Sec. IV. Our
concluding remarks are given in Sec. V.

II. THEORY OUTLINE

The formulation of pump-probe time-resolved photo-
electron spectroscopy has been discussed elsewhere,34 as
well as its modifications to account for target rotation41 and
nonadiabatic couplings.42 Generalization to the present
pump-dump-probe scheme is straightforward and only a few
aspects related to the scaling of the computational effort in
applications to multidimensional systems and the use of clas-
sically averaged effective potential surfaces will be discussed
here.

A. Time-resolved pump-dump-probe photoelectron
spectroscopy

In the pump-dump-probe scheme of Fig. 1, vibrationally
hot population is generated in the electronic ground state by
pumping the lowest vibrational eigenstate to an electroni-
cally excited state with a linearly polarized pulse of fre-
quency �pu and dumping with a time-delayed ��Tdu� pulse of
frequency �du. The nonstationary wave packet is subse-

FIG. 1. The pump-dump-probe scheme for chloromalonaldehyde. A linearly
polarized pulse of frequency �pu pumps a wave packet from the ground
electronic state to an excited state, where it is dumped by a time-delayed
��Tdu� pulse of frequency �du and subsequently probed by a third time-
delayed ��Tpr� pulse of frequency �pr.
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quently probed with a third time-delayed ��Tpr� pulse of fre-
quency �pr, and the time evolution of the system is governed
by the following set of coupled equations:34

i�
�

�t
�g�X,t� = �TN + Vg�X���g�X,t�

+ Vpd�t��ge�X��e�X,t�

+ Vpr�t��
j=1

Nk

�
lm

Clm
* �X,kj,�X,�P��kjlm

�X,t� ,

�1�

i�
�

�t
�e�X,t� = �TN + Ve�X���e�X,t�

+ Vpd�t��eg�X��g�X,t� , �2�

and

i�
�

�t
�kjlm

�X,t� = �TN + Vion�X� +
��kj�2

2me
��kjlm

�X,t�

+ Vpr�t�Clm�X,kj,�X,�P��g�X,t� , �3�

where �g, �e, and �kjlm
are wave packets on the ground �Vg�,

excited �Ve�, and ion �Vion� potential energy surfaces �PES’s�,
respectively. TN is the kinetic energy operator for the nuclei,
X denotes the nuclear coordinates in a space-fixed frame
�defined by the polarization directions of the laser fields�, me

is the electron mass, and kj are radial quadrature points �Nk is
the number of such points� for the numerical integration over
photoelectron linear momenta �angular integrations are car-
ried out analytically by expanding the continuum wave func-
tion in spherical harmonics�. The time-dependent amplitudes
Vpd and Vpr are related to the pump-dump and probe stages,
respectively, and may be explicitly written as

Vpd�t� = − Epufpu�t�sin��put� − Edufdu�t − �Tdu�sin��dut� ,

�4�

Vpr�t� = − Eprfpr�t − �Tdu − �Tpr�sin��prt� , �5�

where Edu,pu,pr and fdu,pu,pr are electric field strengths and
Gaussian envelopes, respectively. Finally, �ge=�eg is the
electronic dipole transition amplitude, and the Clm coeffi-
cients in Eqs. �1� and �3� provide the underlying dynamical
information on the photoionization process,34

Clm�X,kj,�X,�P� =�4�

3 �
	�

Il	��X,kj�D	m
l* ���D�0

1 ��� ,

�6�

where the Il	� are partial wave photoionization matrix ele-
ments in the molecular frame, D	m

l are Wigner rotation
matrices,43 and � collectively denotes the Euler angles de-
fining the transformation from the molecule-fixed frame to
the space-fixed frame. In Eq. �6�, the polarization vector of
the probe pulse is assumed to lie in the ẑ direction of the
space-fixed frame. The molecule is oriented at angles �X

= �
X ,�X ,�X� with respect to the polarization vector of the
dump field, and �P is the angle between the dump and probe

vectors �though the more general case would pose no diffi-
culty, the pump and dump fields are assumed parallel for
simplicity�. The iterative procedure employed to obtain the
ab initio photoionization matrix elements �Il	�� is based on
the Schwinger variational principle and has been fully dis-
cussed elsewhere.44

In a compact matrix notation, Eqs. �1�–�3� may be writ-
ten as

i�
�

�t
��X,t� = Ĥ�X,t���X,t�

= �T̂�X� + V̂D�X� + V̂O�X����X,t� , �7�

��X,t� =	
�g�X,t�
�e�X,t�

]

�kjlm
�X,t�

]


 , �8�

with a similar convention for the matrix operators. T̂ is a
diagonal matrix representing the kinetic energy operator and
can be treated by fast Fourier transform techniques, as

usual.45 V̂D is also a diagonal matrix composed of PES’s for
the ground, excited, and ion states. The coupling induced by

the laser fields is contained in the off-diagonal matrix V̂O,
which couples the ground state to the excited bound state as
well as to the ion states. These time-dependent equations are
solved using the split-operator technique45,46 and the result-
ing working expressions for the time evolution of nuclear
wave packets are given elsewhere.34 Numerical solution of
these coupled Schrödinger equations for polyatomic mol-
ecules is computationally challenging since Eq. �7� is multi-
dimensional in two ways: the state vectors have �Nion+2�
components, where Nion is the number of final ion channels
�kj , l ,m�, and each such component is a multidimensional
vibrational wave packet. The angular resolution of photo-
electrons for large systems with low symmetry requires
many �kj , l ,m� surfaces �hundreds to thousands�, which com-
bined with a large number of vibrational modes �wave packet
dimension� may well make the computational effort prohibi-
tive.

B. Classically averaged potential energy surfaces

The unusually large number of optically coupled poten-
tial surfaces involved in studies of time-resolved photoelec-
tron spectra and the different skeletal modes often participat-
ing in proton transfer reactions require a strategy that reduces
the dimensionality of the dynamical system, but does not
completely neglect vibrational energy redistribution and cou-
pling between proton motion and backbone vibrations. Be-
cause the high vibrational energies of interest in these spec-
troscopic studies hinder the use of proton-substrate schemes
wherein the proton wave packet is coupled to a bath of har-
monic oscillators, we recently proposed a method for obtain-
ing time-independent potential surfaces of reduced dimen-
sionality that embed proton-skeleton couplings by averaging
over an ensemble of classical trajectories.33 Distinguishing
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between reaction �R� and substrate �Q� coordinates,
X= �R ,Q�, the semiclassical Wigner distribution function as-
sociated with the nuclear wave packet �R ,Q , t� may be
written as

��Ri�t�,Pi�t�,Qi�t�,�i�t�� , �9�

and propagated in terms of classical trajectories
�Ri�t� ,Pi�t� ,Qi�t� ,�i�t�� with the subscript i labeling the tra-
jectories, and P and � the linear momenta associated with R
and Q, respectively. If we now divide the reaction configu-
ration space into several small regions R�a�, a=1,2 , . . ., and
average over substrate coordinates Q whenever trajectories
cross each such region, it is reasonable to regard the
reaction-coordinate wave packet as propagating on the effec-
tive time-dependent potential

V�R�a�,�Q�R�a�,t��� , �10�

where the skeleton positions, averaged over the set of trajec-
tories, are placed at

�Q�R�a�,t�� = �
i

��Ri
�a��t�,Pi�t�,Qi�t�,�i�t��Qi�t� ,

�11�

whenever the reaction coordinates are found in region R�a�.
For application to studies of time-resolved photoelectron
spectra, it is advantageous to further remove the time depen-
dence from the potential of Eq. �10� by averaging over time
and initial conditions,

��Q�R�a���� =
1

T


0

T

dt d�Q�R�a�,t��, �12�

thus resulting in an effective potential for the reaction coor-
dinates that depends neither on time nor on the choice of the
initial reduced wave packet, a convenient feature since the
wave packets generated by pumping and dumping have arbi-
trary shapes.

In practice, an ensemble of M trajectories may be gen-
erated for a system with �N+2� atomic coordinates, namely,
two reaction coordinates, R= �x ,y�, and N substrate coordi-
nates; the reaction-coordinate configuration space may then
be arbitrarily divided into regions x1�x2�x3�¯ and y1

�y2�y3�¯, thus defining small segments sij = �xi ,yj �y
�yj+1�, where it is assumed that proton transfer takes place
along the Ox direction. For every sij we may examine the
entire set of trajectories and record all the times when the
reaction coordinates cross each segment. If the reaction co-
ordinates cross the sij segment nij

� times in the �th trajectory,
the total number of crossings in this particular segment �Nij�
is obtained by summing over the trajectories,

Nij = �
�=1

M

nij
� . �13�

We now denote by qr
���sij� the value of the rth skeleton co-

ordinate when the reaction coordinates cross sij for the �th
time in the �th trajectory. An average value for each sub-
strate coordinate may be obtained as

q̄r�sij� =
1

Nij
�
�=1

M

�
�=1

nij
�

qr
���sij� . �14�

Hence, the vector �q̄1�sij� , q̄2�sij� , . . . , q̄N�sij�� could be
viewed as representing the dynamically averaged skeleton
geometry when the proton is found in the sij segment �note
that Eq. �14� is an approximation to Eq. �12��. The dynamics
of the Cartesian reaction coordinates may hence be described
with the time-independent effective Hamiltonian of reduced
dimensionality given by

H�R,P� = TR + VQ̄�R� , �15�

where Q̄�R���q̄1�R� , . . . , q̄N�R�� arises from the classical
bath averaging of Eq. �12� and incorporates skeleton relax-
ation in an average sense, thus providing a reasonable ap-
proximation for studies of time-resolved photoelectron spec-
tra. Kinetic energy couplings between R and Q coordinates
are omitted in Eq. �15�, and though these couplings47,48

would be necessary to obtain quantitative results and realistic
descriptions of proton transfer periods or dwell time between
successive transfers, we choose the simplicity of Eq. �15�
since it is expected to correctly describe the qualitative
changes in photoelectron signals arising from proton motion
across the barrier.

C. Model system

The in-plane coordinates of the proton are taken as the
reaction system, R= �x ,y�, and all the remaining coordinates
are considered as belonging to the substrate. The stable pla-
nar structures of Cl-MA are schematically shown in Fig. 2,
and the reaction-coordinate frame of reference is shown in
structure �b�, with the origin taken at the position of the
proton in the optimal transition state geometry, and the Ox
and Oy axes pointing rightward and upward, respectively.
The effective potential surfaces for the ground, excited, and

FIG. 2. Intramolecular proton transfer in the ground state of chloromalonal-
dehyde. Structure �a� is the most stable �global minimum�, �b� is the transi-
tion state, and �c� is the secondary minimum. The frame of reference for the
reaction coordinates is shown in structure �b�.
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ion states of Cl-MA are shown in Fig. 3. �How these surfaces
are generated is discussed elsewhere.33� As the intermediate
excited state for pumping and dumping, we employed the
2 1A� state, lying slightly above the first excited singlet state
�1 1A�� except near the barrier between the two potential
basins, because the former has a considerably larger transi-
tion dipole moment with the ground electronic state. The
asymmetric potential arising from halogenation �Cl atom�
conveniently enables distinction of wave packets on different
sides of the transition state in studies of time-resolved pho-
toelectron spectra. The lowest-energy geometry of the
ground state �structure �a� in Fig. 2� corresponds to the left
basin in the lower panel of Fig. 3.

Rotational motion is disregarded since Cl-MA has rota-
tional constants around 1.4–8.7 GHz, implying rotation pe-
riods of �10−9 s. Since angular distributions of photoelec-
trons are not addressed here, we assume the polarization
vectors of all laser pulses to be aligned with the molecular
Oz axis �perpendicular to the molecular plane�, because this
orientation minimizes the number of ion surfaces �kj , l ,m�.

D. Computational details

The procedure for sampling initial conditions and aver-
aging over the set of classical trajectories to generate the
effective potential surfaces is discussed elsewhere.33 In short,
classical molecular dynamics simulations were carried out
employing quantum-chemical potential gradients obtained at
the restricted Hartree-Fock level with the 6-31G�d , p� basis
internal to the GAMESS package49 and a locally analytic
integrator.50 The dipole transition amplitudes and PES’s were
obtained at the classically averaged geometry of the ground
state because we assume vertical optical excitations and are
probing proton transfer dynamics in the ground state. The
PES’s for the ground and ion states were determined at the
HF level, while the PES for the excited state �2 1A�� was
obtained from a single-excitation configuration-interaction
calculation.

The wave packets and operators were represented on
two-dimensional grids with lengths of 3.8 and 2.4 Å along
the Ox and Oy directions, respectively, the number of points
being Nx=64 and Ny =32. Integration over photoelectron mo-
menta was carried out with a 50-point Simpson quadrature
for 0�k�0.542 a.u. �up to 4 eV�, and the angular momen-
tum of the photoelectron orbitals was expanded up to l=6,
resulting in Nion=800 symmetry-allowed �kj , l ,m� ion sur-
faces. The dimension of the state vector in Eq. �7� was there-
fore N�Nx�Ny �Nion�1.64�106, indicating that studies
of time-resolved photoelectron spectra would not be possible
without employing potentials of reduced dimensionality
�Cl-MA has a total of 21 vibrational degrees of freedom�.

III. GENERATION OF VIBRATIONALLY HOT
POPULATION IN THE GROUND STATE: PUMP-DUMP
STAGE

Optical pumping has been widely employed to achieve
efficient population transfer between quantum states and sev-
eral strategies have been proposed for laser control of chemi-
cal reactions. The Brumer-Shapiro scheme51 employs a se-
quence of lasers with well-defined frequencies �continuous
wave limit� and varying phase relations, the Tannor-Rice-
Kosloff scheme52 takes advantage of the time delay between
successive laser pulses, and the stimulated Raman adiabatic
passage technique53 uses a counterintuitive sequence of laser
pulses to suppress the intermediate state population. In addi-
tion, the time-frequency coherence of light is exploited in
optimal control techniques employing shaped pulses, which
have been extensively studied theoretically54–56 and
experimentally.57,58 In the present study we seek to generate
vibrationally hot population in the ground state, and though
infrared pumping has been applied to pump-probe
dynamics,59 we employ the more conventional strategy60–64

of pumping to an excited state and dumping with a time-
delayed pulse of different frequency.

The vibrational spectra of the ground �1 1A�� and ex-
cited �2 1A�� states were obtained with the energy screening
method.65 We adopt the notations S0 and S1 to label the elec-
tronic ground and excited states, respectively, as well as �0

and �1 for the corresponding vibrational eigenstates. The vi-
brational spectra are shown in Table I for selected eigenstates

FIG. 3. Potential energy surfaces for the ground state �lower panel�, excited
state �central panel�, and ion state �upper panel� of chloromalonaldehyde.
All potential surfaces were calculated at the classically averaged geometry
of the ground state.
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along with the corresponding Franck-Condon factors,
���0 ��1��2. The �1=3−7 levels clearly overlap appreciably
��0.01� with several eigenstates lying above the transition
state in S0 �ETS=0.936 eV� and we thus tested several pump-
dump schemes with ��pu ranging from 6.63 eV �resonance
with �1=3� to 6.80 eV �resonance with �1=7�, and many
different dump frequencies, time delays, and pulse widths.
Though the final vibrationally hot population ��0�0� often
remained localized �in either basin� or evenly delocalized
when the wave packets were mainly composed of �0�12
eigenstates, it was possible to observe clear proton transfer
employing lower dump frequencies �i.e., populating higher
vibrational eigenstates in S0�. The final vibrationally hot
population in the ground state �Phot� may be defined through

1 = PS0
+ PS1

� �P0 + Phot� + PS1
, �16�

where P0 is the population in the �0=0 level. Phot values
ranging from 0.15 to 0.40 could be obtained for several �102�

different pump-dump schemes �i.e., combinations of pulse
parameters and time delays�, often with laser intensities be-
low 1012 W/cm2. A few examples are shown in Table II
�schemes i–v�, and though the present two-dimensional
model is not expected to account for a complete description
of the actual multidimensional spectra, our results suggest
that efficient population transfer to vibrationally hot levels
might be achieved without very high laser intensities �i.e.,
multiphoton ionization would not be expected to be a serious
drawback�. The selected working cases are labeled A–D in
Table II and the time evolution of the population in the
ground �PS0

= P0+ Phot� and excited �PS1
� states is shown in

panel �a� of Fig. 4 for scheme B. The general trends are
similar for all schemes, with high-frequency and low-
amplitude oscillations when the two pulses are superim-
posed, and otherwise a smooth rise of Phot �or lowering of
P0�.

In all cases, there is significant final population in the
�0=0 level �P0�0.4−0.6�, and we define the vibrationally
hot left-population ratio �Pleft

hot�,

Pleft
hot =

Pleft − P0

PS0
− P0

=
Pleft − P0

Phot
, �17�

where Pleft is the population in the ground state potential
located to the left of the transition state �the population of the
�0=0 level, P0, remains localized in the left basin and does
not transfer; see the ground state PES in Fig. 3�. Pleft

hot thus
reflects proton transfer in the ground state and its time evo-
lution for schemes A–D is shown in panel �b� of Fig. 4,
where proton transfer is very clear in schemes A and B �thick
and thin solid lines, respectively�. The wave packet, how-
ever, alternates between delocalized and localized to the left
in scheme C �long-dashed line� and remains delocalized in
scheme D �short-dashed line�. Our model gives rise to peri-
odic motion in the ground state because real-time vibrational
energy redistribution is not accounted for �couplings to the
molecular backbone are incorporated in an average sense�,
but altogether schemes A–D may provide insight into the
ability of time-resolved spectra to track proton motion, since
they allow comparison between photoelectron signals arising
from localized �in either basin� as well as delocalized wave

TABLE I. Vibrational spectra for the ground �E�0
� and excited �E�1

� elec-
tronic states �eV� and their Franck-Condon factors. The vibrational levels of
the ground ��0� and excited ��1� states are shown along columns and rows,
respectively.

TABLE II. Parameters of different pump-dump schemes. Intensities �I� are given in 1011 W/cm2, frequencies
���� in eV, widths �FWHM� in fs, and time delays ��Tdu� in fs. The final vibrationally hot population in the
ground state �Phot� is also given.

Scheme

Pump field parameters Dump field parameters

�Tdu PhotIpu ��pu FWHMpu Idu ��du FWHMdu

i 6.32 6.69 60.0 8.60 5.87 40.0 60.0 0.152
ii 8.60 6.69 60.0 6.32 5.87 40.0 60.0 0.208
iii 17.5 6.71 60.0 2.81 5.87 50.0 50.0 0.377
iv 3.55 6.75 80.0 6.32 5.87 50.0 60.0 0.163
v 0.07 6.75 200.0 2.81 5.87 50.0 120.0 0.166

A 3.55 6.75 80.0 2.81 5.87 50.0 60.0 0.152
B 8.60 6.71 60.0 2.81 5.87 40.0 40.0 0.209
C 6.32 6.69 60.0 8.60 5.87 40.0 40.0 0.147
D 8.60 6.71 60.0 2.81 5.72 50.0 40.0 0.201
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packets. Finally, we show in panel �c� of Fig. 4 the decom-
position of the final ground state wave packet, �g�tf�, into the
vibrational eigenstates of S0,

S�E,tf� = dt exp�i
Et

�
���g�tf���g�t + tf�� , �18�

where the �0=0 peak is omitted in all cases. The very regular
pattern observed for scheme A �panel �b�, thick solid line�
seems to arise from the superposition of essentially two lev-
els, namely, �0=15, and 16 �E�0

=1.161 and 1.195 eV, re-
spectively�, corresponding to the two peaks of curve A �panel
�c��, while some contribution from �0=13 and 14 �E�0
=1.101 and 1.109 eV, respectively� is observed in scheme B.
These should account for the small-amplitude vibration
around 100 fs �panel �c�, thin solid line�. The wave packet
arising from scheme C is composed mainly of �0=13, 14,
and 16 eigenstates, and the lower dump frequency ���du�

employed in scheme D �see Table II� strongly couples �0

=21 and 22 �E�0
=1.342 and 1.356 eV, respectively�. To pro-

vide insight into the wave packets’ components, contour
plots of the dynamically relevant vibrational eigenstates of
the S0 surface ��0=13, 14, 15, 16, 21, and 22� are shown in
Fig. 5.

IV. TIME-RESOLVED PHOTOELECTRON SPECTRA

As discussed elsewhere,34 energy-resolved photoelectron
signals,

P��k,�T� = �
lm

mek

�2  dR��klm�R,�T,tf��2, �19�

and integrated photoelectron signals,

Pion��T� = d�kP��k,�T� , �20�

may be readily obtained from the wave packets in Eqs.
�1�–�3�, where �k= ��k�2 /2me, tf is a long time after the probe
is switched off, and �T= ��Tpu+�Tpr� is the total time delay.
Below we present pump-dump-probe simulations of time-
resolved photoelectron spectra wherein vibrationally hot
wave packets are generated with schemes A–D.

A. Photoionization matrix elements

In previous studies of wave packet dynamics employing
classically averaged potential surfaces and constant photo-
ionization matrix elements �Condon approximation�,33 pro-
ton transfer could be tracked because Franck-Condon over-

FIG. 4. Panel �a�: time evolution of the population in the ground state �PS0
,

thick solid line� and excited state �PS1
, thin solid line� for scheme B in Table

II �the time origin is the center of the pump pulse in panels �a� and �b��. The
decomposition of PS0

into the �0=0 component �P0, short-dashed line� and
vibrationally hot components �Phot, long-dashed line� is also shown. Panel
�b�: time evolution of Pleft

hot for schemes A �thick solid line�, B �thin solid
line�, C �long-dashed line�, and D �short-dashed line�. Panel �c�: decompo-
sition of the final vibrationally hot population into the vibrational eigenstates
of the ground �S0� state for schemes A–D.

FIG. 5. Contour plots of selected vibrational eigenstates of the electronic
ground state. In all panels, the contour of the ground state potential surface
at the transition state energy �ETS=0.936 eV� is also shown �thickest solid
lines�.
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laps between the ground and ion states were more favorable
to the right of the transition state, thus giving rise to more
intense signals for ionization from the right basin.

Studies of the geometry dependence of the photoioniza-
tion cross sections also show that they are shape resonance
enhanced in the right basin �proton closer to the Cl atom�,
suggesting that inclusion of this dependence in studies of
time-resolved spectra should permit a clearer distinction be-
tween photoelectron signals arising from wave packets local-
ized on different sides of the barrier. A partial wave expan-
sion of the outermost orbital �a�� about the center of mass of
the molecule shows increasing p character �l=1� as the pro-
ton transfers from the left basin to the right basin. For ex-
ample, the first six partial wave components of this orbital
around the left basin at �x=−0.34 Å, y=0.08 Å� and the right
basin at �x=0.65 Å, y=0.08 Å� are shown in Table III. The
partial wave �l ,	� expansions actually employed in the cal-
culation provide a normalization better than 0.999, where l
and 	 are, respectively, the angular momentum and its pro-
jection on the principal axis �Oz�, with the Ox and Oy axes
lying in the �h plane �the molecular plane in Fig. 2�. As the
proton transfers across the barrier, the ka� contribution to the
photoionization cross section is strongly enhanced with peak
heights for each proton position shifting to higher kinetic
energy, as shown in Table IV, thus indicating that the stron-
ger p character of the outermost orbital in the right basin
enhances the photoionization cross sections.

The partial wave components of the photoelectron ma-
trix elements can provide some additional insight into these
changes, as shown in Table V. Around the left basin at �x=
−0.34 Å, y=0.08 Å� and for a kinetic energy of �k=0.3 eV,
the leading photoelectron matrix elements for the ka� con-
tinuum �velocity form� are considerably smaller than those
near the right basin at �x=0.65 Å, y=0.08 Å� for �k

=0.4 eV. Intermediate values are found near the barrier at �
x=−0.05 Å, y=0.08 Å� for �k=0.30 eV, and these matrix el-
ements show the extensive underlying angular momentum
coupling in the photoelectron wave function in the right ba-
sin. This behavior will be richly reflected in the photoelec-
tron dynamics, particularly in the angular distributions.
These angular distributions will be discussed in a separate
paper.

To gain further insight into the geometry dependence of
the dynamical couplings �Clm�, we define the intensity

I�R,�P,�� = k2dk�
lm

�Clm�R,�P,�,k��2, �21�

which depends on the orientation of the molecule and polar-
ization directions of the laser pulses. If the polarization vec-
tors of the pump, dump, and probe fields, as well as the
molecular Oz axis, are assumed parallel only the ka� compo-
nent contributes to Eq. �21�, and the intensity for this par-
ticular orientation is shown in panel �a� of Fig. 6. Despite the
absence of shape resonances �and hence of sharp peaks in the
corresponding photoionization cross sections� in the ka� con-
tinuum, intensities increase significantly from the left to the
right basin. However, in this case, the ability to distinguish
between ionization from the left and the right basins would
be expected to be poorer than with the resonance enhanced
behavior of the ka� component. In fact, if the polarization
vector of the probe pulse ��̂pr� is rotated by �P=� /2, thus
becoming perpendicular to �̂pu, �̂du and the molecular princi-
pal axis, only the ka� component contributes to Eq. �21�, thus
strongly enhancing the relative strength between optical cou-
plings on the right and left basins, as shown in panel �b� of
Fig. 6. These parallel ��P=0, ka� component� and perpen-
dicular ��P=� /2, ka� component� orientations may provide
lower and upper bounds, respectively, for the resolution of

TABLE III. Partial wave components �l ,	� of the outermost a� occupied
orbital of chloromalonaldehyde, where l and 	 are, respectively, the angular
momentum and its projection on the quantization axis of the molecular
frame �Oz, perpendicular to the molecular plane in Fig. 2�. Left basin and
right basin correspond to �x=−0.34 Å, y=0.08 Å� and �x=0.65 Å, y
=0.08 Å�, respectively.

�l ,	� Left basin Right basin

�1,0� 0.107 0.263
�2,1� 0.198 0.157
�3,0� 0.011 0.022
�3,2� 0.054 0.052
�4,1� 0.044 0.035
�4,3� 0.013 0.009

TABLE IV. Resonant peaks in the partial photoionization cross sections �ka�
component� along the Ox direction of the reaction configuration space �the
proton moves from the left to the right as x increases�. Energy and height
indicate the positions and heights of the partial cross section peaks, respec-
tively.

x �Å� Energy �eV� Height �Mb�

−1.15 0.30 1.97
−0.45 0.30 1.11
−0.15 0.30 1.41
0.05 0.30 3.11
0.25 0.30 12.13
0.45 0.30 26.83
0.65 0.40 36.74
0.85 0.55 38.84
1.35 0.65 44.10
1.85 0.80 46.90

TABLE V. Absolute values of partial wave components �l ,	� of the ka�
photoionization matrix elements, where l and 	 are, respectively, the angular
momentum and its projection on the quantization axis of the molecular
frame �Oz, perpendicular to the molecular plane in Fig. 2�. Left basin, bar-
rier, and right basin correspond to �x=−0.34 Å, y=0.08 Å�, �x=−0.05 Å,
y=0.08 Å�, and �x=0.65 Å, y=0.08 Å�, respectively.

�l ,	� Left basin Barrier Right basin

�1,0� 0.030 0.179 1.030
�2,1� 0.141 0.132 0.389
�3,0� 0.039 0.080 0.710
�3,2� 0.194 0.226 0.867
�4,1� 0.050 0.087 0.340
�4,3� 0.140 0.154 0.372
�5,0� 0.004 0.005 0.010
�5,2� 0.011 0.015 0.038
�5,4� 0.018 0.021 0.073
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photoelectron spectra, since in general both continua would
contribute to orientation-averaged photoionization signals.

In Fig. 7 we compare total photoelectron signals ob-
tained with constant �Condon approximation� and geometry-
dependent matrix elements for parallel �nonresonant ka�
component� and perpendicular �resonant ka� component�
orientations,66 and for schemes A �upper panel� and C �lower
panel�. The ion signals were obtained as functions of the
time delay ��T=�Tdu+�Tpr� using a probe pulse of fre-
quency ��pr=8.75 eV and a full width at half maximum,
FWHMpr=20 fs, and are out of phase with the vibrationally
hot left-population ratios �Pleft

hot� because ionization is more
effective from the right basin. Ion signals obtained with the
Condon approximation can track the periodic proton transfer
of scheme A, though with worse resolution than with ab
initio matrix elements, but they are not sensitive to details of
the time evolution of the more delocalized population of
scheme C. In particular, use of ab initio matrix elements
permits probing of the sudden change from delocalization to
localization in the left basin at around 200 fs, the details of
the subsequent oscillations in the left basin, and the slow
delocalization after 220 fs �positive slope�. These results
suggest that geometry-dependent matrix elements could be
crucial in more elaborate studies of time-resolved photoelec-
tron spectra describing real-time relaxation on multidimen-
sional potential surfaces. As expected, the resolution of ion-
ization signals is better for the ka� component �rescaled by
factors around 0.3�, but signals arising from both symmetry
components are qualitatively similar. In the following we
restrict the discussion to the parallel orientation where the
nonresonant ka� component of the cross section may be more

representative of the photoelectron spectra that may arise in
applications.

B. Photoelectron signals

Vibrationally hot wave packets generated with schemes
A–D were probed with pulses of frequency ��pr=8.75 eV,
intensity Ipr=4.39�1011 W/cm2, and widths FWHMpr=10,
20, and 40 fs. Though the probe frequency was high enough
to allow ionization of the excited wave packet everywhere on
the S0 potential surface, the background signal arising from
the vibrational ground state population was very weak due to
the high-energy gap, �Ehot�−E�0=0�0.85 eV. The classical
energy of the system �molecular ion plus photoelectron� for
ionization from the �0=0 level �E�0=0=0.30 eV� is E�0=0

+��pr=9.05 eV, and since the energies of the two lowest
vibrational eigenstates of the ion surface are 9.08 and
9.15 eV, ionization from the �0=0 level gives rise to a weak
signal at very low kinetic energies. This process would be
more effective with higher probe frequencies, but these
would give rise to wave packets on the ion state surface
�arising from the vibrationally hot population� with enough
energy to surmount the barriers towards cis-trans isomeriza-
tion from either oxygen atoms �see Fig. 2�, and our configu-
ration space is not sufficiently large to account for these
reactions67 �a procedure to eliminate intense background
photoelectron signals arising from the �0=0 population was
discussed elsewhere32�. Photoelectrons arising from the ex-
cited state �dump pulse� were not taken into account because

FIG. 6. Contour plots of the photoionization intensity defined in Eq. �21�
�arbitrary units�. Panel �a�: ka� component. I=7 �dotted line�, 9 �short-
dashed line�, 11 �thin solid line�, and 13 �long-dashed line�. Panel �b�: ka�
component. I=0.25 �dotted line�, 0.50 �short-dashed line�, 4 �thin solid line�,
20 �long-dashed line�, and 60 �thick solid line�. In both panels, contour plots
of the ground state potential at 0.25, 0.936, and 1.50 eV are also shown
�thick solid lines�.

FIG. 7. Time evolution of integrated photoelectron signals in arbitrary units
�scales to the right� obtained with schemes A �upper panel� and C �lower
panel�. Thick solid lines: calculation employing ab initio matrix elements
with perpendicular orientation �ka� component, see text�, thin solid lines:
calculation employing ab initio matrix elements with parallel orientation �
ka� component�, and dashed line: Condon-approximation calculation. For
the sake of presentation the curves have been vertically shifted but only the
results obtained with perpendicular orientation have been rescaled as indi-
cated �factors of 0.27 and 0.30 for schemes A and C, respectively�. In both
panels, the vibrationally hot left-ratio population �Pleft

hot� in the ground state is
also shown �thin solid lines, scales to the left�.
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these can be energy resolved from those arising from the
ground state �probe pulse�, and Koopmans’ theorem esti-
mates indicate that ionization channels from lower molecular
orbitals would be closed �the second ionization potential is
about 2 eV higher for all relevant geometries�.

The total ion signals are shown in Figs. 8 �schemes A
and B� and 9 �schemes C and D�, where the curves have been

vertically shifted to the same scale for presentation, though
not rescaled. The corresponding vibrationally hot left-ratio
populations �Pleft

hot� are also shown. The photoelectron signals
generally provide useful insight into wave packet motion,
with shorter probe pulses giving rise to weaker signals but
reflecting small-amplitude oscillations with greater detail. In
scheme D �Fig. 9�, the longest pulse width �40 fs� convolutes
several neighboring short peaks, giving rise to a high plateau
in the photoelectron signal that does not faithfully reflect the
wave packet dynamics. Though not shown here, proton
transfer in schemes A and B �Fig. 8� could be tracked even
with a pulse width of the same order of the proton transfer
period �FWHMpr=60 fs�. The magnitudes of the ion signals
depend on the final vibrationally hot population, but for a
given pump-dump scheme the highest and lowest ion signals
always reflect the maximum localization on the right and left
basins, respectively. Delocalized wave packets �Pleft

hot �0.5�
may have nodes or peaks in the transition state region, but
these situations could not be clearly distinguished by either
total or energy-resolved photoelectron signals.

Since the photoelectron energy distribution displays
fairly similar trends for all schemes, we focus the discussion
on scheme B. Energy-resolved signals obtained with
FWHMpr=40 fs for �T=225 fs �localized to the left, Pleft

hot

=0.88�, �T=255 fs �delocalized, Pleft
hot =0.53�, and �T

=160 fs �localized to the right, Pleft
hot =0.33� are shown in

panel �a� of Fig. 10, and contour plots of the corresponding
wave packets are shown in panel �c� �in these plots, the vi-
brational ground state component was projected out�. Local-
ization of the wave packet to the left of the transition state
��T=225 fs� gives rise to four peaks of similar magnitude
below 0.4 eV, while photoelectron kinetic energies arising
from the right basin ��T=160 fs� are strongly peaked around
0.30 eV, with a weak peak at higher energies �0.63 eV�. Ki-
netic energy distributions arising from delocalized wave
packets always have contributions from both basins and are
intermediate between the two former cases.

Further insight into photoelectron energies may be
gained by defining the classical kinetic energy ��clas�,

�clas = Ehot
vib + ��pr − Eion

vib, �22�

where Ehot
vib and Eion

vib are the vibrational energies in the ground
�excluding the �0=0 level� and ion states, respectively. The
energy expectation value was �Ehot

vib�=1.16 eV for scheme B,
and the vibrational eigenvalues of the ion state surface, as
well as the decomposition of the ground state wave packet
into the eigenstates of the ion surface, may be obtained as

Sion�E,t� = d� exp�i
E�

�
���g�t��

�exp�−
i�� − t�

�
�TR + Vion����g�t�� , �23�

where the time evolution is governed by the Hamiltonian of
the ion state, TR+Vion. Estimates of the classical photoelec-
tron energies may be obtained by shifting the corresponding
intensity according to Eq. �22�,

FIG. 8. Time evolution of integrated photoelectron signals in arbitrary units
�scales to the right� obtained with schemes A �upper panel� and B �lower
panel� for probe pulse widths of 10 fs �dashed lines�, 20 fs �thin solid lines�,
and 40 fs �thick solid lines�. For the sake of presentation the curves have
been vertically shifted but not rescaled. In both panels, the lower thin solid
line is the vibrationally hot left-ratio population �Pleft

hot� in the ground state
�scales to the left�.

FIG. 9. Same as in Fig. 8 but for schemes C �upper panel� and D �lower
panel�.
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I��clas,t� � �Sion��Ehot
vib� + ��pr − E,t��2, �24�

where E is the same as in Eq. �23�. There is a clear corre-
spondence between the kinetic energy distributions �panel
�a�� and the peaks of I��clas , t� �panel �b��, though the geom-
etry dependence of the photoionization matrix elements also
plays a role. The peak around 0.63 eV ��T=160, and 255 fs�
arises from the ion eigenstate labeled �i� in Fig. 10, and the
contour plots in the upper panel of Fig. 11 clearly indicate
that �i� does not couple with the left basin of the ground
state. The sharp peak around 0.30 eV, typical of population
localized to the right of the barrier, seems to arise from a few
neighboring eigenstates around the one labeled �ii� in Fig.
10, whose contour plots are shown in the central panel of

Fig. 11. The eigenstate probability is fairly delocalized and
suggests that the more effective coupling to the right arises
more from the shape of the wave packet �more favorable
superposition of peaks and nodes yielding a larger overlap�
than from localization of �ii� on the right basin. The P��k�
peak at 0.30 eV �panel �a� of Fig. 10� is relatively high even
for �T=225 fs, despite the modest coupling with eigenstate
�ii� seen in panel �b�, because it arises mainly from the tran-
sition state region, where the strength of the optical coupling
is larger than in the left basin. Finally, it is interesting to note
that the eigenstate labeled �iii� in Fig. 10 couples to the three
wave packets �T=160, 225, and 255 fs� with similar
strengths, though the corresponding peak in the kinetic en-
ergy distribution �panel �a�� is higher for the wave packet
localized to the left �T=225 fs�. The contour plots of the
eigenstate �iii� �lower panel of Fig. 11� indicate that the over-
lap on the right basin �T=160 fs� arises mostly from a very
localized peak �1.50 eV contour, indicated by the arrow in
Fig. 11�, while several peaks in the left basin and transition
state contribute to the overlap with the wave packet on the
left basin �T=225 fs�. This accounts for the higher peak seen

FIG. 10. Panel �a�: photoelectron kinetic energy distributions for scheme B
with FWHMpr=40 fs and �T=160, 225, and 255 fs. Panel �b�: decomposi-
tion of the ground state wave packets into vibrational eigenstates of the ion
surface. The �0=0 component was projected out in all cases, and the peaks
were shifted to classical kinetic energies, according to Eq. �24�. Panel �c�:
Contour plots of the vibrationally hot population in the ground state surface
at T=160, 225, and 255 fs. The contour of the ground state potential surface
at the transition state energy �ETS=0.936 eV� is also shown �thickest solid
lines�.

FIG. 11. Contour plots of selected vibrational eigenstates of the ion state. In
all panels, the contour of the ground state potential surface at the transition
state energy �ETS=0.936 eV� is shown �thickest solid lines� to facilitate
comparison with Figs. 5 and 10.
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in the photoelectron energy distributions around 0.20 eV.
In our study, two important phenomena were neglected.

The first is the 2 1A� /1 1A� conical intersection that occurs
near the barrier in planar geometries. We ignored this feature
because the transition dipole from the ground state to the
2 1A� state, about 4 D, is 40 times larger than that to the
1 1A� state. Though the 1 1A� state will be populated through
bifurcation of the wave packet at the 2 1A� /1 1A� conical
intersection, our pump-dump scheme is only sensitive to the
2 1A� state because of the 1 1A� state’s small transition di-
pole; the effect of the 1 1A� state is only to somewhat dimin-
ish, not to interfere with, the signal. The other phenomenon
is cis-trans isomerization. Coe and Martínez40 found that
malonaldehyde �MA� undergoes rapid ��100 fs� torsional
motion, which competes very effectively with proton trans-
fer, when the S2 excited state is populated. To determine
whether excited Cl-MA also undergoes cis-trans isomeriza-
tion, we computed minimum-energy-path potential curves
obtained by rotating about the CvC bond while allowing
other internal coordinates to relax completely. The results
show that the relevant 2 1A� state potential is very flat; thus,
cis-trans isomerization will indeed compete with proton
transfer in Cl-MA. For this reason, as noted in Sec. I, planar
Cl-MA should be considered a simplified model relevant to
proton transfer in systems where the torsional motion is hin-
dered. On the other hand, there are some significant differ-
ences worth mentioning between Cl-MA and MA. First, in
contrast to MA, the 1 1A�, 1 1A�, and 2 1A� states of Cl-MA
do not form a three-state conical intersection; also, the 2 1A�
and 1 1A� states have a conical intersection at dihedral angles
of about 65° and 125°; and finally, there is no 1 1A� /1 1A�
conical intersection. These differences will cause the popu-
lation to remain in the 2 1A� and 1 1A� states after a wave
packet is deposited on the 2 1A� surface. Thus, proton trans-
fer may resurge when the cis-trans dihedral angle returns to
0° �or 360°�.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have employed classically averaged potential sur-
faces of reduced dimensionality and ab initio photoionization
matrix elements to study time-resolved photoelectron spectra
of proton transfer. The generation of these effective poten-
tials was discussed elsewhere33 and here they were explored
to simulate the real-time monitoring of intramolecular proton
transfer in the ground state of Cl-MA. In these simulations,
the initial condition was assumed to be the �0=0 vibrational
level of the ground state surface, and efficient population
transfer to vibrationally hot wave packets was achieved by
pumping to an excited state and dumping with a time-
delayed pulse �for several different combinations of pulse
parameters�. Total photoelectron signals employing
geometry-dependent ab initio matrix elements proved supe-
rior for tracking proton transfer to those obtained with the
Condon approximation, especially when wave packet motion
did not show simple periodic patterns. This suggests the im-
portance of using such photoelectron matrix element in more
realistic simulations of real-time energy redistribution be-
tween the proton and the molecular backbone. In general, the

time-resolved photoelectron spectra could clearly track pro-
ton transfer in the ground state of Cl-MA, and photoelectron
kinetic energy distributions were seen to arise from the
strength of the coupling matrix elements �larger on the right
basin� and Franck-Condon overlaps between the wave packet
and the vibrational eigenstates of the ion surface. Neglect of
conical intersections and, especially, cis-trans isomerization
are certainly limitations for the present chelate ring system;
nonetheless, the results presented here indicate that our ap-
proach is suitable to study the proton transfer in systems
where the torsional motion is hindered.
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